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6 months have gone by which means it is time for a new catalogue. We proudly present volume 
13 which is full of exciting colourful novelties for the very young ones and thrilling reads for 
the more advanced readers.

A year ago we first presented the Alea Aquarius series written by Tanya Stewner. By now we 
sold translation rights to six publishers and look forward to many more to come. 

Gregor, the horribly handsome little monster staring You Are Oh So Horribly Handsome! (Du 
bist so schrecklich schön!) by Eva Dax and Sabine Dully made his first appearance in autumn 
last year. So far, we managed to sell translation rights to five publishers. The Dutch edition was 
published just in time for The Netherlands and Flanders being Guest of Honour of this year’s 
Frankfurt Book Fair. The English edition is scheduled for October.

Eva Dax and Sabine Dully created a new picture book from which we have taken the cover 
illustration of this catalogue (see page 7).

I would especially like to draw your attention to our huge range of wonderful board books.  
This season we are happy to introduce two new characters: Mats and Frida.

Stefanie Taschinski wrote a new novel for readers age 10+: Caspar and the Master of Oblivion, 
whereas Tanja Heitmann contributed a novel: In a Summernight Like Tonight for readers  
aged 14+. Last but not least, please pay attention to Antonia Michaelis’ great new novel:  
The Assassins for young adult readers aged 16+.

Katharina Depken will be back in the office by November. Bianca Kuchenbrod will attend the 
Frankfurt Book Fair with me and afterwards leave Hamburg for France. We are all keeping 
our fingers crossed that she will be offered a great job to continue the good work she did for us.

I’m looking forward to seeing you in Frankfurt.

Best wishes

Cover illustration from “Fräulein Hicks und die kleine Pupswolke” (“Miss Hic and the Puffy Fart”) by Eva Dax and Sabine Dully

Renate Reichstein
Rights Director
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Board Books Age 18 Months +

Lena Kleine Bornhorst · Jan Gadermann

Mats & Frida.  
Everything’s All Right Again!
16 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0396-4

“Wheeee!“ Frida and Mats are whizzing 
along the path on balancing bike and racing 
car, when Frida bumps into the little fire 
engine and scratches her arm. Mats kisses it 
better and even gives her his cuddly bunny. 
But Frida only really cheers up when Mummy 
puts a colourful plaster on the scratch. Of 
course, now Mats wants one just like it, too!

Anne-Kristin zur Brügge · Tanja Jacobs

What Did The Little Fox Hear?
16 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0443-5

The little fox hears something but can’t tell 
what it is. Was it the owl? Or the cockerel? 
Or perhaps the piglet? No – they all make 
very different sounds. But then the little fox 
discovers where the sound is coming from: 
from his mummy, of course!

Lena Kleine Bornhorst · Jan Gadermann

Mats & Frida.  
Goodnight, Cuddly Bunny!
16 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0397-1

Mats played with Frida today until he was 
so tired he wanted to go home. But just as 
he is snuggling down in bed, he realises his 
cuddly bunny is missing. Then the doorbell 
rings and Frida is there on the doorstep – 
with his cuddly bunny! Now Mats can finally 
fall sleep.

Maya Geis · Frauke Weldin

Sleep Well, Little Mouse
16 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0442-8

Time for bed! The baby mouse cleans its tiny 
teeth, goes on the potty, pulls on its pyjamas 
and drinks its mouse milk. Now the light is 
already off, but is there something missing? 
Of course, a big kiss from Mummy and Daddy 
Mouse! Sleep well, little mouse!

Mats & Frida – first companions for little board book fans 

In popular photo look

Mats & Frida are characters 
to fall in love with straight away

 
       “Ow!” Said The Owl 
       978-3-7891-6706-5 
       More than 180,000 copies sold 
       Translation rights sold to China

       Beaver Has a Fever 
978-3-7891-7880-1 
Translation rights  
    sold to China

    Good Night, Little Owl! 
    978-3-7891-2453-2 
    Translation rights  
    sold to China

Succesful titles from the same illustrator:
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Board Books Age 18 Months +

Daniel Napp

Neeenaawneenaaw
Goes the Fire Engine
12 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0428-2

The alarm bell rings, the water gurgles, the 
cat miaows loudly! And how does the fire 
engine go? “Neenawneenaw”, of course! This 
board book explains the activities of the fire 
brigade to the very young.

Daniel Napp

Beep Beep Goes the Lorry
12 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0445-9

All kiddies will love this. Every picture tells 
of new sounds – from the rumbling of the 
excavator to the gobbling of geese. But the 
best sound is the lorry’s hooter! This board 
book explains the activities of construction 
vehicles to the very young.

Daniel Napp

Neeenaawneenaaw
Goes the Police Car
12 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0429-9

Neenawneenaw – here comes the police! 
What a lot of different noises! The telephone 
rings at the police station, the ambulance 
siren wails and the dog barks. And what 
sound does the police car make? This board 
book explains the activities of the police to 
the very young.

Daniel Napp

Beep Beep Goes the Tractor
12 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0446-6

All kiddies will love this. Every picture 
tells of new sounds – the cawing of crows, 
the bleating of sheep on the road and the 
mooing of cows in the cowshed. But the 
best sound is the tractor’s hooter! This 
board book explains the activities of farm 
vehicles to the very young.

Encourages small fans of big 
vehicles to join in on the sounds.
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Board Books Age 24 Months +

Susanne Lütje · Sabine Kraushaar

A Very Happy Birthday! For …
16 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0383-4

Today is the little penguin’s birthday. And he 
has invited all his friends to his party. They 
eat cake together, have fun playing games and 
can’t believe all the lovely presents. The little 
penguin has such a good time, he wishes it 
could be his birthday again tomorrow. 

Martina Badstuber

What Does Fred Fox Need 
For Fishing?
16 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0411-4

Fred Fox and the other animals are all busy 
with their favourite pastimes: Sven Sheep is 
cooking, Sophia Sow is dancing and Fred Fox 
is going fishing. But there’s always something 
missing! What do the animals need for 
cooking, doing ballet and fishing? There’s 
one object that’s right for each pastime - but 
which? The solutions are behind the flaps.

Susanne Lütje · Stefanie Reich

Come On, Little Bat, You Can Do It!
16 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-7944-0

The little bat is very unhappy because she’s 
too scared to attempt flying. Her mummy tries 
to encourage her and assures her that she will 
always be there to catch her if she falls. You 
can do it, little bat!

krima & isa

Elfrieda the Little Owl
16 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0406-0

 
Elfrieda the little owl would love to learn to 
fly! But even though Mimi the mouse, Fred 
the pig and Henrietta the hen have lots of 
good advice for her, she simply cannot get it 
right. Great big owl tears roll down her cheeks. 
Luckily, her friends hit on an idea. 

To make the birthday book a 
special, personal present, there’s 
a space on the cover to write  
the birthday boy or girl’s name. 

Popular author Susanne Lütje’s 
rhymes make “Come On, Little 
Bat, You Can Do It” not only a big  
morale booster, but also great fun.

This krima & isa book  
comes with a cute  
extra, a detachable  
jumping-jack owl kit.

Atmospheric, modern illustrations

Innovative guessing game concept

Also illustrated by 
Sabine Kraushaar:

Does It Hurt,  
Little Bear?  
978-3-7891-7169-7

 The Nicest Dad In The World! 
 978-3-7891-7350-9 

 More than 90,000 copies sold!

Translation rights sold to China, English (world), 
Hong Kong, Iran, Latvia, Lithuania, Macao, 
Slovakia, South Korea, Spain (Spanish, Catalan) 
and Taiwan

Crosspatch Brown Bear 
978-3-7891-7783-5

    Paul, the Go-To-Sleep- 
    Sheep. A Bedtime Story 
    978-3-7891-6593-1 
    Translation rights sold  
    to China

Also available from Martina Badstuber:

Also available from  
authors krima & isa:

    Vehicles  978-3-7891-7817-7

    My Things  978-3-7891-7820-7

    Toys  978-3-7891-7818-4

    Animals  978-3-7891-7819-1
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English translation available! 

Translation rights sold to  
Belgium and The Netherlands 

Picture Fairy Tales Age 3+ Picture Books Age 3+ Picture Books Age 4+ 

Sonja Fiedler-Tresp · Iris Hardt

My Favourite Picture Fairy Tales 
Hansel and Gretel · The Wishing 
Table, the Gold Ass, and the  
Cudgel in the Sack · Mother Holle · 
Hans in Luck
40 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7707-2925-8

Three double pages each are devoted to the 
telling of one fairy tale – entirely in pictures. 
So even the youngest children can take an 
active part in telling the story.

Eva Dax · Sabine Dully

Miss Hic And The Puffy Fart
32 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0368-1

Watch out, the Unstoppable Five are in 
our midst! But who is probably the most 
unstoppable? Miss Hic, The Puffy Fart,  
The Burp, Professor Achoo or The Yawner?  
A crazy contest begins. And just when they  
all think it will be impossible to find a winner, 
a very different candidate turns up – one 
who’s far more terrible than all the rest!

Kristina Damm-Volk · Katharina Staar

Bad Heavens! 
It‘s All Grey Without You
32 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-95882-005-0

First the sun is shining, then thick clouds 
move in and raindrops fall from the sky. 
When lightning and thunder begin, even 
a small dog will run away. The powerful 
pictures and understated text also tell the 
story of a child in emotional turmoil – one 
minute, everything is fine, the next, anger 
surfaces and tears well up. But when the 
right person is there to give a comforting 
hug, everything is soon all right again.

Do You Know the Unstoppable Five? 
They Go Wherever You Go.

English translation available!

A poetic journey through all your 
emotions with angry clouds and 
joyful bursts of sunshine.

The Green Box 
978-3-95882-105-7

English translation  
available!

You Are Oh So Horribly Handsome! 
978-3-7891-3392-3

English translation available!

Translation rights sold to: Australia,  
Belgium, Central America, Denmark,  
Luxemburg, Mexico, New Zealand,  
North America and The Netherlands

 Also available in this series:

 My Favourite Picture Fairy Tales – Cinderella,  
 Rapunzel, Little Red Riding Hood,  
 Snow White  978-3-7707-2923-4 
 Translation rights sold to Belgium  
 and The Netherlands

  My Favourite Picture Fairy Tales –  
  The Wolf and the Seven Little  
  Goats, The Bremen Town Musicians,  
  Puss in Boots, The Hare and the  
  Hedgehog   978-3-7707-5503-5

 My Favourite Picture Fairy Tales –  
 Sleeping Beauty, Rumpelstiltskin,  
 King Thrushbeard, The Frog Prince   
 978-3-7707-3164-0
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Picture Books Age 4+ Picture Books Age 4+

Miriam Cordes

A Little Groll and a Lot of Magic
40 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-7188-8

It’s night-time. Everyone is asleep. Well, 
almost everyone. The little Groll is still 
awake. He soon wakes his brother to show him 
something magical. Something magical? The 
other Grolls, woken by the pair’s whispering, 
want to see it, too. But where is little Greta? 
Oh, there she is, sitting swinging on a branch 
outside. And that’s where the Grolls see the 
magical thing: the sunrise! 

Iris Muhl · Billy Bock

Lottie sees the stars!
32 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-95882-003-6

Lottie can’t get to sleep. There are far too many noises 
keeping her awake in the darkness. Luckily, she’s 
being allowed to help nice Mrs Nightblue to paint the 
sky dark tonight. Through the wonder skylights, she 
can see Madame Cassiopeia loudly banging her spoon 
as she heats milk for the Milky Way and the Little Dog 
yelping as he plays tag with the Hare. So that’s where 
all the noises come from! Now Lottie can finally relax 
and drift off to sleep.

Iris Wewer

Wild Rosie and the Sea Monster
32 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0447-3

Rosie, the little mermaid, and her friends 
Chris the Crab and Freddy the Frog 
discover a scary monster hidden away 
behind a rock. What can they do but chase 
it away immediately! But then they realise 
that the monster is a friendly squid that’s 
just as frightened of the pond’s inhabitants 
as they are of it. It was only hiding behind 
the rock because it didn’t want the evil 
giant octopus to find it. Now he’s allowed 
to stay and Rosie has a new friend. 

Can You See the Wonders of the Night? 
A Goodnight Story Full of Poetry

Discover the different constellations with 
Mummy and Daddy in an imaginative story 
with beautiful illustrations

English translation available!

English translation available!

New: Astronomy for the very young

English translation available!

Goodnight stories full of warmth
and a sense of cosy security

Me and My Wild Sister 
 978-3-7891-6621-1 
 English translation available!  
 Translation rights sold to: China, 
 Denmark and English (world)

The Hippo, who had a dream 
 978-3-7891-7332-5 
 English translation available!  
 Translation rights sold to:  
 Denmark

Also illustrated by Miriam Cordes:

 Farewell Grandpa Elephant 
 978-3-7707-4292-9 
 English translation available!  
 Translation rights sold to:  
 English (world) and Romania

A Jar of Time 
978-3-95882-002-9
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Stories to Read Aloud Age 4+

Andrea Schütze · Tina Kraus

Maluna Moonlight. Magical Moonlight Stories
128 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7707-2908-1

At last there’s a full moon again, and the wolf from the Enchanted Forest 
pays Maluna a visit. Maluna and the cuddly wolf now tell each other the 
most magical stories – like the one about when Ranuncula cooked snow, and 
the one about the little dragon’s slippers that insisted on going outside.

More than 95,000 Maluna  
books have been sold

Maluna Moonlight – The Little Goodnight Fairy  
978-3-7707-4020-8  
          25,000 copies sold!  /  Translation rights sold to Romania

          Maluna Moonlight – Stories from the Enchanted Forest  
          978-3-7707-4022-2  
          20,000 copies sold!

          Maluna Moonlight – Enchanting Goodnight Stories  
     978-3-7707-4024-6

     Maluna Moonlight – Fairy Adventure in the Enchanted Forest 
     978-3-7707-4026-0

     Many more titles available!

Full Moon Nights With Maluna Moonlight 
Nine Charming Goodnight Stories About the Beloved Fairy
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Stories to Read Aloud Age 3+ Stories to Read Aloud Age 4+

Eleni Livanios

The Great Illustrated Treasury  
of Fairy Tales. The best fairy tales  
by the Brothers Grimm, retold by 
Eleni Livanios
256 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7707-2497-0

Wonderfully thick and with a host of 
illustrations – that’s what makes this 
compendium of fairy tales such fun, even for 
young children of three and over. This picture-
book treasury contains ten of the most popular 
fairy tales by the Brothers Grimm: 
Sleeping Beauty  ·  Hansel and Gretel  ·  
Snow White  ·  Cinderella  ·  The Frog King  ·  
Rumpelstiltskin  ·  The Wolf and the Seven 
Little Kids  ·  Rapunzel  ·  Mother Holle

Julia Breitenöder · Naeko Ishida

3-5-8-Minute Stories for Fairies  
and Princesses
144 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7707-2196-2

What’s the point of waiting for a charming 
prince to come and rescue you? None at all, as 
far as Princess Maya is concerned! Surely she 
can deal with that obnoxious band of robbers 
herself. And little fairy Hella also has a mind 
of her own and refuses to let a few big drops of 
rain spoil her fairy dance. 

Sabine Streufert · Silke Voigt

Fairyspell the Pony –  
The Best Adventures
160 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7707-2860-2

This collection contains six MAXI picture-
book stories featuring the much-loved 
character Fairyspell the Pony.

Isabel Abedi · Barbara Scholz

Funny Witch Stories to Read Aloud
48 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7707-2118-4

Things tend to be topsy-turvy when there are 
little witches around! Melly suddenly turns up at 
Josephine’s birthday party, a special witch party 
where all the children are dressed up as witches. 
But Melly is a genuine child witch and really can 
work magic! And so can all the other little witches: 
Runa, who loses her fear of flying, and Mirabella, 
who makes friends with the big tree troll. 

Over 45,000 copies of the  
previous volumes sold. Translation rights sold to Romania

3-5-8-Minute Goodnight Stories  
    978-3-7707-2117-7

    3-5-8-Minute Laugh and Giggle  
    Stories   978-3-7707-2499-4

      3-5-8-Minute Stories to Cuddle Up  
      with at Bedtime   978-3-7707-2919-7 

      3-5-8-Minute Stories for Young  
      Adventurers   978-3-7707-2644-8 
      Translation rights sold to Poland 

  3-5-8-Minute Christmas Stories  
  978-3-7707-2115-3

Short Dragon Stories to Read Aloud  
                     978-3-7707-2106-1

                         Short Pony Farm Stories to Read  
                         Aloud   978-3-7707-2924-1

                         Funny Monster Stories to Read  
                           Aloud   978-3-7707-2373-7

                           Stories About Strong Girl Characters  
                           to Read Aloud   978-3-7707-2116-0  
                           Translation rights sold to Estonia

                       Short Fairy Stories to Read Aloud  
                       978-3-7707-2912-8

Many more titles available in this series
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Interactive Books Age 4+Picture Books Age 4+

Tom Mildner · Ina Clement

The Hobgoblings – 
The Sultana of Zanzibar
32 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-7181-9

The hobgoblings discover sweets on 
the high seas and follow their trail. 
Very soon they discover that they 
come from the Sultana of Zanzibar’s 
ship. As she sails dreamily across 
the sea, she doesn’t notice that the 
wicked octopotoad is clearing the 
sweets off the deck and setting the 
ship on course for the perilous sabre-
tooth rocks! The hobgoblings simply 
must do something! Perhaps, with 
a little help from King Hobgoblin’s 
spooky pipe, Brizetto’s magic wand 
and the readers’ spell, they will  
be able to rescue the sultana.

Tom Mildner · Ina Clement

The Hobgoblings –  The 
Dratted Hovering Machine
32 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-7184-0

Ahoy there! The Hobgoblings 
are flying through the air – in a 
homemade hovering machine! But 
then they make a crash landing 
and soon after find themselves in 
the clutches of wicked Professor 
Aldehyde. Drat it!

Tom Mildner · Ina Clement

The Hobgoblings: 
Tricky Puzzles
24 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-7185-7

Do you know the Hobgoblings?  
They could do with some help 
solving all these tricky puzzles!  
Bet you can do them!

Tom Mildner · Ina Clement

The Hobgoblings: 
Colouring Pictures
24 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-7186-4

There are lots of crazy pictures just 
waiting for you to colour them in! 

Henrike Lippa · illuBine

Pixie Vanya’s Fairy Forest  
Songs, Games and Colours 
for Children
20 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-95927-051-9

The young readers are asked to lend 
a hand here! Can they help Frederick 
to find his pointy hat and save Vanya’s 
Fairy Forest from colourlessness? 
An interactive picture book complete 
with games and songs – developed for 
digital use as an interactive e-book 
right from the start. 

Play this book!  Take a piece for each  
player’s character, roll the dice and the game  
can begin! You can even lay your Hobgobling picture  
books side by side to make the board bigger. 

Puzzle fun with the  
Hobgoblings – for at home  
and on the move!  

Features:
•  Trains fine motor skills 

•  The book and the world of  
 play share the same content

• The children are actively  
 involved in and become part  
 of the story 

•  Sound effects on every page 

•  Audio recorder for the children  
 to record their own voices 
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MAXI Picture Books Age 4+ Stories to Read Aloud Age 5+

Saskia Geisler · Julia Gerigk

Peggy Diggledey – 
A Night in the Lighthouse
24 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7707-7723-5

Peggy Diggledey is fed up. It’s the 
holidays and all her friends are 
going away. Only Peggy and her 
parents are having to stay home 
to look after the hotel guests. 
Luckily for her, Peggy meets bird 
ranger Frank at the lighthouse and 
suddenly has a fabulous idea! 

Saskia Geisler · Julia Gerigk

Peggy Diggledey and the 
Wild and Woolly Hound
24 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7707-7724-2

Peggy’s dog, Hobgoblin, hates being 
brushed, even though his shaggy 
coat could really do with a good 
groom. Even Peggy’s mum fails to 
tame Hobgoblin’s tangled fur, so 
she decides it’s time to give him a 
“haircut”. Peggy isn’t at all happy 
about that prospect. After all, her 
Hobgoblin is a wild and woolly 
hound!  But Peggy Diggledey is sure 
to come up with an idea!

Saskia Geisler · Julia Gerigk

Peggy Diggledey –  
Fly, Kite, fly!
24 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7707-7726-6

An autumn wind is roaring across 
the island and Peggy Diggledey 
doesn’t know what to do with 
herself. It’s no fun riding your 
bike or building sandcastles in 
this weather. But then Peggy has 
an idea: she and her friends make 
themselves a kite – and not just  
any old dragon, but a proper  
pirate dragon!

Saskia Geisler · Julia Gerigk

Peggy Diggledey –  
Full Steam Ahead!
24 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7707-7725-9

Peggy Diggledey and her friends 
simply cannot wait to have their 
next proper adventure. Luckily, 
Peggy comes up with an idea – to 
go for a trip on Carl’s tourist boat 
and tell the passengers some pirate 
stories. That would be great fun!

Saskia Geisler · Julia Gerigk

Peggy Diggledey – Yo ho ho, 
What a Pirate Winter!
128 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7707-0004-2

It’s winter on the island and Peggy 
Diggledey is having lots of fun with 
her friends Phil, Lisa and Ian, and 
Hobgoblin, her dog. Together they 
organise a cosy beach party and 
drink pirate punch, find a message 
in a bottle on the beach, investigate 
a series of mysterious burglaries 
and take a sleigh ride in the sand. 
But that’s not all by a long shot!

Peggy Diggledey – Fun  
and Games with Puzzles  
978-3-7707-2198-6

Peggy Diggledey –  
The Very Best of  
Friends  
978-3-7707-5734-3

Peggy Diggledey –  
Adventure ahoy!  
978-3-7707-3450-4

Translation rights  
sold to Romania

Translation rights  
sold to Romania
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Stories to Read Aloud Age 4+ Stories to Read Aloud Age 5+

Maren von Klitzing · Barbara Korthues

Will You Read Me a Story? 
With a story wheel of fortune
128 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7707-4296-7

A read-aloud book with a clever twist. The 
children turn the pointer on the wheel and 
wherever it stops, that’s the story to be 
read. And even the smallest children will 
quickly find the simple pictures in the table 
of contents. The 20 stories vary in length 
and feature popular topics, like pirates and 
princesses, animals, holidays, knights and 
football.

Gundula Herget · Kerstin Kubalek

How King Beanie Found the 
Truly Furious Princess Rikiki
64 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-95882-106-4

With his long-legged servant and his tubby 
cook, King Beanie goes in search of the 
terribly tiny, but awfully angry Princess 
Rikiki. His subjects are highly amused to 
see them go, but along the way, the three 
demonstrate the advantages of their supposed 
shortcomings. And what about Prince Rikiki? 
She takes one look at her motley pursuers 
and bursts out laughing so heartily that King 
Beanie immediately falls in love with her. A 
magnificent wedding feast is arranged – and 
from then on, nobody is mocked any more!

Katharina Neuschaefer · Felix Eckardt

The Best Sagas in the World
208 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7707-2505-2

Many well-known classics revisited: the 
Nibelungen and Siegfried, William Tell, 
Barbarossa, Robin Hood, Rübezahl and 
the Flying Dutchman – as well as the 
adventurous stories of King Arthur and 
the Knights of the Round Table, Odysseus, 
Hercules, Isis and Osiris, and Romulus 
and Remus. Terrible giants feature here 
alongside thundering gods, irascible heroes, 
virtuous maidens and sly dwarves. 

Susanne Orosz · Stefanie Scharnberg

The World Here at Home. Read-
aloud-stories about other cultures
144 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7707-3423-8

What a colourful country we live in! This 
book gives us a better understanding of 
the world and the people who have come 
to us from other countries. The stories are 
set in Germany and describe, among other 
things, the Iranian festival Sizdah Bedar, 
Afghan fast breaking, and Senegalese 
drumming. All 20 stories have been 
carefully researched by experts, and show 
how valuable and enriching these different 
cultures can be to our own way of life.Extra: a movable pointer  

on the cover

A read-aloud book with 
a built-in game

A hilarious read-aloud book 
for heroes young and old

Topical subject: living alongside 
people from around the world

With grandiose illustrations by Felix 
Eckardt – the „shooting star of the 
German painting scene” – this well-
arranged collection is a wonderful 
introduction to the complex cosmos 
of sagas and the different worlds of 
gods and heroes

Translation rights  
sold to Romania
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Picture Books Age 3+Board Books Age 18 Months + Board Books Age 24 Months +

Andrea Schütze · Judith Loske

The Little Angel Tippydip
32 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7707-5730-5

The little angel Tippydip is absolutely 
determined that this year he will finally 
get to deliver an Advent calendar to a 
child. But once again the head angel has 
forgotten him. What good luck that one 
Advent calendar has been left lying in the 
calendar workshop! And in spite of all 
sorts of mishaps, in the end the calendar 
lands exactly where it belongs.

Kerstin M. Schuld

My Day & Night Winter Discovery 
Picture Book
10 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0374-2

The My Day & Night Winter Discovery 
Picture Book has really big fold-out pages 
on which young explorers will always be 
able to spot something new.

Kerstin M. Schuld

A Present from the Christmas Elf
16 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0412-1

Unfortunately, the Christmas elf left one 
little parcel behind and had to set out 
again to bring it to little Ian. But when he 
arrives at Ian’s house, he is too fat to slide 
down the chimney, the cat chases him 
away and the dog frightens him so badly 
that he even drops the parcel.  Will Ian 
still get his present? 

Anne-Kristin zur Brügge · Marina Rachner

Merry Christmas, Little Elk!
16 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0401-5

A little elk is plodding through the winter 
forest. Where on earth can he be going? 
Along the way, he meets a piglet, then a 
mouse, a bear and an owl. The animals are 
all sad because they are on their own on 
that special evening. But the little elk just 
says, “Come along with me, I’ll show you 
something! Together, it’s even more fun.” 
And so in the end there’s a huge Christmas 
surprise for them all.

Large fold-out pages with wow effect

Child-appropriate, funny and magical

Cute presentation:  
topics Christmas and angels

Combines the innovative  
discovery picture concept and  
a strong seasonal theme 

When the Animals Celebrate 
Christmas   978-3-7891-7040-9

     How Baby Animals Go To Sleep  
     978-3-7891-7843-6 
     English translation available! 
     Translation rights sold to China  
     and English (world) 
     More than 140,000 copies sold!

Also available by the successful author duo:
My Day & Night Farmyard 
Discovery Picture Book    
978-3-7891-7171-0 
More than 13,000 copies sold

     My Day & Night Discovery  
     Picture Book of the City    
     978-3-7891-7172-7

     My Day & Night Discovery  
     Picture Book. At the Zoo    
     978-3-7891-7189-5
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Picture Books Age 4+ Interactive Stories to Read Aloud Age 4+ Beginning Readers Age 7+Stories to Read Aloud Age 6+

Henrike Lippa · Jan Uhing

Merry Christmas, Little Sock
32 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-95882-013-5

The toe sock feels so lonely: Who on earth 
is it going to celebrate Christmas with? 
Everyone else is so different. The slipper 
sock is far too slow, the knee sock is too tall, 
and the sneaker sock is rushing round the 
Christmas tree so fast that all the baubles 
are falling off. Then the sound of music wafts 
in from the living room. A small finger glove 
is playing Christmas carols on the piano. 
They sound even better with five toes playing 
the accompaniment!

Ursel Scheffler · Julia Gerigk

Paula On the Pony Farm.  
The Little Christmas Pony
64 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0407-7

Aunt Elfie is wrapping presents for the kids 
at the children’s home and a snowstorm in 
the night has left everything gleaming white. 
Paula and Sina are thrilled! Now they can 
build a snowman and ride on the pony sleigh 
with Ian. And they also use the Christmas 
sleigh to distribute all the presents. And best 
of all, when Christmas finally arrives, Comet, 
Paula’s favourite pony, gives birth to a foal!

Usch Luhn · Torben Kuhlmann

A Christmas Carol
128 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7707-2376-8

Old Scrooge is an incorrigible miser. He even 
regards Christmas as a terrible nuisance! 
Then on Christmas Eve, he receives a visit 
from his dead friend Marley and the ghosts of 
Christmas. They take Scrooge on a journey 
into the past, the present, and the future, and 
show him what he has made of his life so far. 
Luckily, there’s still time for him to change!

Katja Richert · Iris Hardt

Read-Aloud Christmas Stories – 
Stars, Angels, Sleigh Rides
80 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7707-2648-6

For everyone who cannot get enough of 
reading Christmas stories together, there are 
amusing questions and little suggestions for 
games, which encourage children to join in.

Strong traditional character meets 
the ever-popular subject of horses 

Why is Little Sock so Sad?  
978-3-95882-100-2

English translation available

Translation rights sold to 
South Korea

Also available in this series:

  Read-Aloud Classics – Robin Hood  
  978-3-7707-3707-9

  Read-Aloud Classics – Alice in  
  Wonderland   978-3-7707-3163-3

    Read-Aloud Classics – Nils  
    Holgersson   978-3-7707-3161-9

    Read-Aloud Classics – The Jungle  
    Book   978-3-7707-3705-5 

Many more titles available in  
this series

Further children's classics are retold in the 
Read-Aloud Classic series:

Paula On the Pony Farm. Don’t Be 
Afraid, Little Pony!   978-3-7891-2387-0

Paula On the Pony Farm. Last-Minute 
Rescue   978-3-7891-2385-6

   Paula On the Pony Farm. Fancy  
   Dress Time   978-3-7891-2386-3 

   Many more Paula titles available

    Hilarious Read-Aloud Stories –  
    Nonsense, Silliness, Tomfoolery 
    978-3-7707-2733-9

    Cosy Read-Aloud Stories –  
    Dreams, Stars, Rainy Days 
978-3-7707-2922-7

         Fantastic Read-Aloud Stories –  
         Witches, Dragons, Magicians 
         978-3-7707-2647-9

         Wild Read-Aloud Stories –  
         Pirates, Knights, Robber Gangs 
  978-3-7707-2732-2

      Enchanting Read-Aloud Stories –  
      Princesses, Fairies, Mermaids 
      978-3-7707-2921-0 
      Translation rights for this series 
      sold to Latin America
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Beginning Readers Age 6+ Beginning Readers Age 7+ Beginning Readers Age 7+

Rüdiger Bertram · Heribert Schulmeyer

Coolman and Me. Stop, Thief!
64 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0441-1

Oh, no! Kay’s shoes suddenly go missing 
at school. Can someone have stolen them? 
COOLMAN immediately starts investigating, 
gathering clues, taking fingerprints and lying 
in wait for the culprit. Will he manage to solve 
the case?

Paul Maar

The Sat and the Bespoke Sausages
64 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0414-5

Mr Pocketbeer wants to go for a posh 
meal with the Sat. But instead of behaving 
beautifully, the Sat gobbles up the menu and 
starts arguing with the waiter. In no time 
at all, the pair are back on the doorstep. But 
when they get to the nearest hot-dog stand, 
they hit on a brilliant idea that will let them 
enjoy fancy society food after all.

Salah Naoura · Sabine Büchner

Superhugo Dives Below The Waves!
64 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0402-2

Unfortunately, Hugo is a little shy of water – but he would never admit 
it. When Granny Freda’s sardine Tina is kidnapped, Superhugo not only 
needs to be able to swim, but to dive, as well. But surely he can come up 
with a drier solution! In next to no time, Superhugo has converted his 
supercar into a submarine and, with seaman Frog, is below the waves, 
rescuing the sardine from King Kraken’s kingdom.

  Coolman and Me.  
  Get That Ball! 
  978-3-7891-2450-1

  Coolman and Me. 
    Chaos On The School Outing    
    978-3-7891-2434-1

    Coolman and Me.  
    Off to School! 
    978-3-7891-2388-7

    Coolman and Me.  
Off to the Zoo! 
978-3-7891-2376-4

Also available in this  
successful series: 

A Diving Suit for the Sat  
978-3-7891-2425-9  
More than 20,000 copies sold!

The Sat and the Blue Wish Dot 
  978-3-7891-2426-6 
  More than 15,000 copies sold!

  The Sat and the Wish Machine 
  978-3-7891-2449-5 
  More than 10,000 copies sold!

Superhugo Takes Off!  
978-3-7891-2377-1

Superhugo Saves Lives!  
978-3-7891-2378-8

Superhugo Catches the Thief!  
978-3-7891-2427-3

Also available in this successful series:

COOLMAN in hilariously tempestuous 
Sherlock Holmes mode

Salah Naoura’s “Superhugo Dives Below the Waves!”  
is equally suitable for beginning and advanced readers

Declared SUPER by kids

Superhugo – Superdog! 
Great Fun for Beginning Readers
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Children‘s Fiction Age 8+Beginning Readers Age 7+Activity Pads Age 5+

Christian Becker · Erhard Dietl

The Ogglies –  
My Puzzle Pad for Muddy Days
80 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7707-7711-2

The Ogglies –  
My Toady Pre-School Pad
80 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7707-7712-9

What awful, mucky weather! Even the Ogglies 
don’t feel like throwing mud dumplings! 
High time for the new MAXI puzzle pads.

Erhard Dietl

The Ogglies.  
Prisoners on Pirate Island
160 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0440-4

What was that? The Ogglies don’t want to 
be the tourist magnet of Smelliville any 
more? To keep the family happy, the Mayor 
spontaneously decides to treat them to a 
cruise. But instead of landing on the liner, 
the Ogglies end up being taken hostage by 
pirates and held on an island where there’s 
also a dangerous dragon. The Ogglies first 
have to overcome the dragon and then the 
pirates in a wild showdown before they 
actually make it home again.

Erhard Dietl

The Ogglies.  
All Alone on the Rubbish Tip
64 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0413-8

The pesky blue Oggly wants to invite the other 
Ogglies to his 500th burpday. Oggly-Daddy, 
Oggly-Mummy, Oggly-Grandma and Oggly-
Granddad accept his invitation. Only the Oggly 
children expect it will be stinky-fart-boring 
and definitely don’t want to go with them. So 
they stay home all alone on the rubbish tip to 
do something that’s absolutely forbidden: they 
clean it and really tidy it up! 

Erhard Dietl · Barbara Iland-Olschewski 
Stephanie Stickel

The Ogglies. The Advent Calendar
200 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0416-9

Smelliville is looking for actors to play in a 
“live crib”. What a pity the Ogglies thought 
they heard the word “ribs” and decided they 
had to be in on the fun … 

The Ogglies. Hunting the Phantom  
978-3-7891-3393-0 

Many more titles available!

   The Ogglies Go On A Class Outing 
   978-3-7891-2431-0    
   Translation rights sold to Belgium,  
   Spain and The Netherlands

   The Ogglies and the Black Pirate 
   978-3-7891-2346-7    
Translation rights sold to Spain

The Ogglies are Here    
      978-3-7891-2335-1    
      More than 280,000 copies sold!    
      Translation rights sold to Belgium, 
      China, Israel, The Czech Republic  
      and The Netherlands! 

      Many more Oggly titles available!

Oggly Detectives – Hunting Down 
the Drain Gangsters 978-3-7891-3367-1

Oggly Detectives – Red Card for  
   Rascals   978-3-7891-3368-8

   Oggly Detectives – Lion Alarm   
   978-3-7891-3370-1

   Translation rights of all  
   3 titles sold to Turkey

Each pad contains 40 age-appro-
priate puzzles that leave no room 
for boredom to rear its ugly head. 
The pads are perfect for keeping 
kids happy at restaurants or on long 
holiday trips. And even children of 
preschool age will have lots  
of fun with these puzzles.

The 24 instalments  
of Erhard Dietl’s  
advent calendar  
stories are hidden  
away in perforated  
pages. That way, the  
children can open a new  
Oggly door every day to find  
puzzles, jokes and songs.

With colourful pages 
and all the answers

A super-exciting new Oggly story
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Children‘s Fiction Age 6+

Fairy Tales With a Comic Twist 
Typical of Paul Maar: Weird, Whacky and Sure to Raise a Smile

Paul Maar · Panajotis Dalianis

Weird Fairy Tales and Whacky Stories
160 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0444-2

A dwarf who moves out of his organic waste bin 
and into Mr Mockinpot’s cosy flat? A talking vase 
that could make wishes come true if only it would 
listen properly? A queen who leaves her reading 
glasses on the royal lavatory? Paul Maar’s power of 
imagination and his special way with words lend 
wings to classic fairy-tale motifs.

Barbara Rose · Naeko Ishida

The Fairy School.  
Enchantment in Magenta Wood
112 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-4626-8

At last, on her seventh birthday, Rosalie is 
enrolled at Blossomwood School. And that’s 
where she hears about the fairy letterbox 
where human children post their wishes. 
The only trouble is that the letterbox is 
right at the other end of Fairyland. Rosalie 
still tries to fly there but loses her way in 
Magenta Wood. Luckily for her, her friends 
Nikki, the fog fairy, and Yokkel, the boy 
troll, come to her aid!

Barbara Rose · Naeko Ishida

The Fairy School.  
The Enchanted Postbox
112 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-4627-5

How exciting! This is the very first time 
Rosalie and Nikki have the chance to 
make a little girl’s wish come true. Along 
with their classmates, they go to the fairy 
letterbox to pick up the letters in which 
human children have written down their 
wishes. But on the way back, their letter 
goes missing! Now they need the help 
of everyone who lives in the enchanted 
Giggleblossom Meadow.

Kakadu and Kukuda.  
A whole year of poems,  
stories and games   
978-3-7891-4299-4

All the stories are  
wonderfully  
uneducational and  
ideal for reading  
aloud to the whole  
family

Typical of Paul Maar: 
telling texts with a 
hint of mischief

This is the first adventure for Rosalie, 
the headstrong little fairy from Barbara 
Rose’s The Fairy School.  

An enchanting adventure full of  
anti-pink charm for girls of six and over

Children‘s Fiction Age 6+
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Children‘s Fiction Age 6+ Children‘s Fiction Age 8+

Meike Haberstock

An Anton for Life.  
Peace, Pals and Pancakes
128 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0417-6

The Right Honourable Victoria FitzQuirk is
new in Anton’s class – and she really thinks
she’s something. That doesn’t stop John from
falling madly in love with her, and Marie also
lets herself be “persuaded” into being her
friend. Only Karl and Michael want to have
nothing to do with the stuck-up newcomer.
And what about Anton? He comes up with a
super idea for a pancake-eating competition
to bring everyone together.

Christine Nöstlinger · Franziska Harvey

Rosalinde Has Thoughts in Her Head
96 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0463-3

 
Rosalinde has a hole in her sock, a bandage 
around her knee, a ladybird in her hand and –  
Rosalinde has thoughts in her head. Happy 
thoughts and sad thoughts and sometimes 
thoughts about what she would like to be when 
she grows up. Then Rosalinde thinks she 
would like to become a footballer like Freddy, 
who sits next to her at school, or drive a digger, 
or be a sea captain or a jet pilot. But Freddy 
says girls aren’t good at any of those things… 
A host of thought-provoking ideas that can 
help children to reflect on reality and to 
dismantle role stereotypes. 

Katja Frixe · Betina Gotzen-Beek

The Magical Bookshop of Wishes
176 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7915-0021-8

 
It’s terrible when your best friend moves away 
to another town! What a good thing that Clara 
still has Mrs Owl and her bookshop. Here she is 
surrounded by her favourite books, Gustav, the 
rhyming cat, and Mr King, the talking mirror. 
So she doesn’t feel too lonely. Especially not on 
snuggle-up moonshine reading nights. As Mrs 
Owl so beautifully puts it: “Today is not a day 
for feeling miserable!

Saskia Geisler · Beate Fahrnländer

Summer in Forest Valley –  
Elli’s Pony Bliss
176 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-95882-113-2

Elli and Erik both live in Forest Valley, where 
they are close neighbours and best friends. 
But Erik is sad because he wants to find a 
new wife for his father. The rival Buckelhoff 
gang’s challenge to a pony race offers them a 
welcome distraction. Then on the day of the 
summer fete, not only is Elli’s pony, Freddy, 
the first to cross the finishing line, but a nice 
woman also turns up for Erik’s dad.

Cheer Up, Anton! Things Aren’t  
That Bad…   978-3-7891-3730-3

      Anton Has Time. But No Idea Why!    
      978-3-7891-3729-7 
      Translation rights for the series 
      sold to South Korea, Turkey  
      and the Czech Republic

Lilli’s Supercoup  
978-3-7891-4322-9 
Translation rights sold  
to China and Turkey

Rocco & Pepe –  
Run For Your Lives!  
978-3-7915-2919-6

With many, many pictures and  
perfect for reading aloud or for  
children to read to themselves

Translation rights sold to Spain 
(Castilian, Galician, Catalan) 
and Turkey

Heart-warming  
and amusing

A dream of a book: magical  
reading for young book fans!

Large print for  
easy reading

With stories about best friends, talking 
cats and the most wonderful place  
in the world, with warm-hearted  
illustrations by Betina Gotzen-Beek. 
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Children‘s Fiction Age 8+ Children‘s Fiction Age 9+ Children‘s Fiction Age 10+

Astrid Göpfrich · Barbara Korthues

The Stable Girl Gang –  
A Pony on Monkey Business
192 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7915-0015-7

Take one vain pony with a French accent, three 
friends and a missing monkey, and what you’ve 
got is a very special pony book. Returning from 
one of their research trips, Stella’s scientist 
parents bring back a monkey that was thought 
to have been extinct. Stella wants to show the 
little fellow to her friends, but it escapes! With 
Meurtelle’s help, the three friends set out in 
search of the monkey. What an adventure!

Sabine Kruber · Alexandra Langenbeck

Leo Reed. Adventure Strikes
224 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-95882-123-1

At school, Leo has to read a book that 
contains many difficult words. Then 
he comes across a fountain pen that 
simply magics the words away. Suddenly, 
he finds it’s not just his book that has 
vanishing letters. The stupid thing is that 
some of the words are really important. 
In their search for an antidote, Leo and 
his sister Mira end up in the mysterious 
land of Fabula. But there, too, an evil 
power is doing away with the letters.

Henriette Wich · Anne Ebert & Iris Hardt

A Soft Spot for Ponies
352 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-8415-0423-4

 Lotta can hardly believe her luck: her 
aunt is opening a pony farm! At last she 
can learn to ride, and Avanti becomes her 
favourite pony. But one day Avanti has 
disappeared from the paddock. Has the 
cheeky little thing gone off to find her pal, 
Zamira? But there’s a commotion at the 
riding school, too! The coveted cup Jenny 
won at the gymkhana has been stolen. 
Marie investigates together with Monty 
the pony and in the end, everyone is 
surprised to discover who it was who had 
just wanted to “borrow” the trophy.

Sabine Ludwig

Help, My Teacher is Taking Off!
288 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7915-0014-0

Twelve-year-old Felix Vorndran’s newly won 
friendship with his pals, and above all with 
Ella, is put to an acid test. But what role do 
the seemingly friendly biology replacement 
teacher Dr. Dr. Quip and the ‘resurrected’ Hulda 
Stingbeard play in all this?? And why is it Felix 
who is shrinking this time? Once again, we 
meet Felix, Smithy and Ella of the bestseller 
and box-office hit Help, I’ve Shrunk my Teacher 
by bestselling author Sabine Ludwig (200,000 
books from the Miss Braitwhistle series sold).

The Stable Girl Gang –  
Ask No Ponies, Hear No Lies  
978-3-7915-0756-9

Help, I’ve Shrunk My Teacher!  
978-3-7915-1198-6  
Translation rights sold to  
Hong Kong, Macao, Taiwan,  
   South Korea and Turkey!

   The Worst Mothers in the World  
   978-3-7915-1237-2  
   Translation rights sold to Egypt,  
   English (world), Russia, South  
   Korea, The Ukraine and Turkey

Friendship, fun and horses:  
a great book to settle down  
with that’s filled with humour, 
warmth and imagination

Highly imaginative story about 
learning to read and write

With cartoon-style illustrations –  
great for reluctant readers, too
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Children‘s Fiction Age 10+

Stefanie Taschinski · Cornelia Haas

Caspar and the Master of Oblivion
240 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0426-8

Caspar’s parents are brilliant puppeteers. But there’s a price to 
be paid for their success. For generations, his family has had 
to sacrifice its youngest child to the Master of Oblivion. Then 
one day, Till, Caspar’s brother, also disappears from the adults’ 
memory. Only Caspar and his sister can save him from the 
Master’s cold-hearted ambition: to use all of the vanished and 
forgotten children to bring to life the perfect puppet. 

Only One Person Knows the Dark Secret 
Timeless, Atmospheric Narrative Combining Elements of Children’s Daily Life and Fantasy

Sparklewood  
978-3-7891-4807-1 

More than 40,000 copies sold! 

Translation rights sold to Romania!

English sample translation available!

The author’s “Sparklewood” 
was on the bestseller list 
of Dein Spiegel children’s 
magazine for weeks.
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Young Adults Age 12+

Karen-Susan Fessel

So What!
160 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-8415-0444-9

Manfred’s family is so poor that he doesn’t 
even get a new pair of bathing trunks. His 
brother is caught stealing; his classmates 
make fun of him. Yet to everyone’s 
amazement, he manages to be one of the 
best in his class. And things get even 
better when he meets Gesine  – Gesine 
who always has a happy smile on her face 
and even has a room of her own. He doesn’t 
really dare to go up and talk to her – but 
Gesine doesn’t care about what other 
people think and say!

Elisabeth Denis

Feather World
320 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-95882-008-1

The realisation seeps into my consciousness: 
they killed him – because of me.Meadows 
rolling away to the horizon, green hills, the 
wind in the trees smells like cinnamon.  It’s 
different from everything I know. Every time 
I leave our hut, all eyes are on me. Because I’m 
special, they say, a symbol of rebellion. I could 
change everything. But all I want is to get 
away from here.

Elisabeth Denis

Feather Heart
320 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-95882-001-2

Something is happening and I am part of it …  
Dark days. Snow. Shadows between the trees.  
Footsteps. When I turn round, there’s 
nothing to be seen. Basil is the only reason 
I drag myself to boarding school every 
day. But it’s getting darker and darker, and 
there’s something behind me. I can sense its 
presence, just as surely as I know that my 
coming to Grovegate was no accident.

Sarah Lilian Waldherr

Star Diamond. The Princess of Light
240 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-95927-033-5

Love, friction and jealousy – plus a healthy 
portion of suspense, a relentless opponent and 
a dark secret. 

Star Diamond.  
The Legend of the Jewel King  
978-3-95927-940-6

       Star Diamond.  
       The Princess of the Sea  
       978-3-95927-005-2

       Star Diamond.  
       Fairyland  
       978-3-95927-007-6

Volume 4 in the breathtaking  
fantasy saga for all Kerstin Gier fans

Nominated for the German 
Children‘s Literature Award in 2003

A girl between two boys and two worlds  

Grovegate, the mysterious boarding school at the heart of the forest, is the gateway 
to a world full of magical beings for 14-year-old Misha. She discovers that the 
father she thought was dead is actually alive, but half-man, half-bird, and that only 
she, as a child of mixed race, has the power to unite the two worlds and put an end 
to the bitter fighting in the strange grove. Can the mysterious Basil help her? Or is 
Kyle the better choice? You have the power to change everything.
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Young Adults Age 12+

Ulrike Wronski

Flirting for Beginners
192 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-86430-045-5

It’s like a curse – every time 15-year-old 
Anna is interested in a boy, she can’t 
get a sound out. She isn’t usually lost 
for words, but her word centre regularly 
leaves her in the lurch when Niklas is 
around. Her friends aren’t much use, 
either: one is too shy, the other too direct. 
The French au pair, Manon, on the other 
hand, is constantly attracting men and 
turns out to be a real expert on style and 
how to flirt. Anna is about to put her 
newly acquired knowledge into practice, 
when Finn,  a friend from her primary 
school days, bursts in on the conversation 
and turns out to be rather nice! 

Stephanie Polák

Heart Sparks
176 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-86430-050-9

Ever since he saved her from being run 
down by a milk cart, Stella’s heart beats only 
for him: for Lennert. He’s the amazingly 
handsome singer of the school band, who 
has all the girls in love with him. So he’s light 
years away from Stella. But then Stella gets 
her big chance when she is asked to write 
a report on the band for her radio project 
group! The trouble is, the drummer’s spiteful 
girlfriend is constantly bad-mouthing her. 
For Stella, it’s the start of an emotional 
rollercoaster ride – at the end of which a very 
different boy might be waiting for Stella.

Young Adults Age 14+

Suddenly 13  
978-3-86430-025-7  
More than 13,000 copies sold!

Suddenly 14  
978-3-86430-047-9

Age-appropriate topics:  
first love, friendship, music

Great finale to our popular trilogy

Complete with flirt test  
and practical styling tips 

A light-hearted book of  
encouragement for girls, told  
with warmth and humour

Lara De Simone

Secrets. What Kassy Knew
240 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-95882-065-4

The first is successful and popular. The 
second, quiet and insecure. And the third 
knocks just about every boy off his feet. 
And yet Marie, Emma and Kassy are best 
friends. But then Marie is found dead at her 
own party. Was it suicide? With the help of 
Marie’s diary, Emma and Kassy begin to 
search for clues. Who is the mysterious boy 
Marie was seeing? Why is Marie’s father 
suddenly back in town now - after being 
away for 15 years. Everyone Marie knew 
seems to be hiding something. But the 
darkest secrets of all are the ones the three 
friends kept from each other.

Secrets. Who Emma Hated  
978-3-95882-061-6  
Translation rights sold to Romania

Secrets. Who Marie Trusted  
978-3-95882-063-0 

Heike Abidi

Finally 15!
176 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-86430-052-3

Henrietta has been looking forward to turning 
15 for so long – and now that it’s finally 
happening, she’s head over heels in emotional 
chaos! Her boyfriend, Nick, has suddenly 
gone all unromantic and barely has any time 
for her. And Henrietta’s blog has turned into 
a kind of agony column. No wonder she feels 
like a fraud. How is she supposed to give other 
people advice on their love life when her own 
relationship is going haywire? It’s clearly high 
time for a change in Henrietta’s life! So when 
the writing competition comes up, it’s perfect 
timing for her… 
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Heidrun Wagner · Miri D‘Oro

When You Forget
240 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-95882-028-9

Imagine waking up and no longer 
knowing who you are.  
Imagine that your drawings reveal 
fragments of memory filled with pain 
and darkness.  
Imagine that you have a secret that has 
destroyed your whole life.  
Imagine that with someone by your 
side you could make a fresh start. 
Would you want to remember?

Heidrun Wagner · Miri D‘Oro

Guilt Burns
240 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-95882-029-6

When there’s something inside you 
that puts everyone you love in danger.  
When your own family cannot forgive 
what happened in the past.   
When your heart remains undecided.  
When you can no longer distinguish 
between friend and foe.  
That’s the day you have to take your 
destiny into your own hands.  

Tanja Heitmann

In a Summernight Like Tonight
368 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-3731-0

When 17-year-old Leo meets the inscrutable Alexei, she finds 
herself not only faced with riddles but also in emotional turmoil. 
But then a murder takes place and Leo can’t help wondering 
whether Alexei has anything to do with it. Because she doesn’t 
lose faith in him, she even ends up in mortal danger. But that also 
makes Leo stronger. Can she really trust her feelings of love? 

Incredibly Tight, Skilful Narrative 
Thrilling Combination of Atmospheric Romance and Suspense

Bestselling author Tanja 
Heitmann’s young adult 
book debut in Oetinger

In Your Heart  
978-3-95882-030-2 
To come in Spring 2017

Revolutionary, new and different: In “When You 
Forget”, words and pictures form the combined 
narrative in the story of Zoe, whose entire  
memories are erased from one day to the next.
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In Your Heart  
978-3-95882-030-2 
To come in Spring 2017

Young Adults Age 15+ Young Adults Age 16+

Pia Sara · Tine Körner

Even Closer. Desire
120 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-95927-026-7

Feli: 
… inspired by Lucy, Feli decides to 
start dancing again. After a first 
training session, she feels frustrated 
– she hasn’t quite got the hang of the 
steps. Ben offers to help her when the 
class is over and they almost end up 
kissing again. 

Lucy: 
… is still fighting for her friendship
with Klara. The relationship between 
the two is still very tense, but they 
gradually become closer again.

Pia Sara · Tine Körner

Even Closer. Fateful Night
120 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-95927-027-4

Feli:
… is happy with Jonah. He’s good 
for her and she’s enjoying her first 
steady relationship. But when Ben 
lets her know that he’s planning to 
change, Feli has a wobble. Is Ben 
serious and does he have feelings 
for her, after all? 

Lucy: 
… is really excited because the Stage 
School’s big summer musical is 
coming up and she has a major role 
in it. No sooner is the show over, 
than Klara kisses her in front of the 
audience.

Pia Sara · Tine Körner

Even Closer. Mind Movie
120 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-95927-025-0

Feli: 
… makes a decision and experiences 
her first time with Jonah. She feels 
that Jonah understands her and takes 
her seriously. But when Feli hears 
that Lucy had a fling with Ben, she 
is deeply hurt and shocked. Does she 
still have stronger feelings for Ben? 

Lucy: 
… is trying to sort out her life. She 
wants to take her mind off things and 
prove to herself and Klara that she’s 
into men.

Antonia Michaelis

The Assassins
448 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0456-5

Despite their different backgrounds, 
Cliff and Alain are fascinated by each 
other, and Margareta, their childhood 
friend, has always stood between 
them. Then Cliff converts to Islam 
and disappears. When he returns, it 
soon becomes clear that he is there 
on an assignment: to plan a “Day of 
Blood” for IS. Alain wants to save 
his friend and the police succeeds in 
preventing the worst, but Cliff and 
Alain die. Only Margareta will live.

Mentored by Sara Bow, one of the most 
successful bloggers and YouTubers in 
Germany, and in cooperation with the 
Hamburg Stage School

Feli & Lucy: two perspectives, two 
stories, inextricably intertwined

As dark and poetic as  
the “Storyteller”

Even Closer - Love Song  
978-3-95927-008-3

Even Closer – Moment  
978-3-95927-009-0

Even Closer – Free Flight  
978-3-95927-010-6

The Summer of Black Wings  
978-3-7891-4297-0

English sample translation available! 

Nominated for the German Children‘s 
Literature Award, among the favorite 
 titles 2016 of the Leipzig  
 jury of young adult  
 literature. Winner of the  
 YA literature prizes  
 Friedolin 2015 and  
 Eselsohr 2015!

Storyteller   978-3-7891-4289-5

Translation rights sold to: Belgium,  
English (world), Latvia, Lithuania, 
 Poland, Spanish (world), 
 Sweden and  
 The Netherlands  
 Nominated for the  
 German Children‘s  
 Literature Award 2012

Antonia Michaelis · Peer Martin

Borderland Days
464 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-8415-0469-2

A two-week holiday on a Greek island
awaits Julia. Everything seems
perfect until Julia meets a boy with
bandaged hands and realizes who he
and the others living here in hiding
are. Julia’s world is turned upside
down. Because the sea is a grave,
the nights are cold, and the village
is a place where suspicion reigns.
And there’s a deadly border running
straight through the water although
no one can see it.
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DivineSpark – Don’t Love Me 
A Great Love That Cannot Be. 
A Longing Brings Worlds Together.

Marah Woolf

DivineSpark – Don’t Love Me
464 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7915-0029-4

Jess and her best friend Robyn are spending their 
holidays in a remote summer camp in the Rocky 
Mountains. Jess is planning to brush up on her 
Ancient Greek while she’s there as well as enjoying 
the summer with her friends before their last year 
together at high school begins. But then she meets 
good-looking Cayden, and immediately feels there’s 
something familiar about him – his emerald-green 
eyes remind her of the boy who once appeared to 
her in a curiously vivid dream. 

Jess simply cannot keep away from Cayden even 
though he seems to be more interested in Robyn. 
When Cayden rescues her from Scylla, the terrible 
monster of Greek mythology, Jess’s suspicion 
becomes a certainty: Cayden is not the boy he 
makes himself out to be. But by this time, Jess has 
long since fallen in love with him. 

What Jess doesn‘t know is that Cayden has his own 
agenda. The son of a god, he made an agreement 
with Zeus centuries ago and has been awaiting its 
fulfilment ever since. Only if he can find a girl who 
can resist his charms will Zeus grant his dearest 
wish: to finally become mortal.  

Marah Woolf is one of  
the most successful self-
publishers in Germany. 
To date, over 1,000,000 
copies of her novels  
(e-book, paperback, audio 
book) have been sold. ©
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To be 
published in 
Spring 2017

Marah Woolf was born in Saxony-Anhalt, 
Germany, in 1971 and still lives there today with 
her husband and three children. She studied 
history and politics and made her great dream 
come true when she published her first novel 
in 2011. Since then, her books have sold more 
than a million times over, in both e-book and 
paperback format. For her research, Marah and 
her family lived for a full year in Scotland.

Woolf also writes romantic and short novels 
under the pseudonym Emma C. Moore.

SilverMoonLight, the first book in the four-
part MoonLightSaga, was awarded the first 
Indie Author Prize at the 2013 Leipzig Book 
Fair. The MoonLightSaga has been published 
in French by the reputable French publishing 
company Michel Lafon. The MoonLightSaga 
and the BookLess series have both been 
published in Korea by Paran Media. 
The author published the English translation of 
the original MoonLightSaga in 2014.
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